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April 8th, 60a.H

A wonderful seminar, Down Under
The Oceania seminar ended a few days ago
but it is still spreading waves of happiness in
the minds of the participants who had the
great privilege to spend one week with the
Prophet RAEL!
Mo re than thirty of them were newcomers and
had not yet been expo sed to the Raelian
philosophy. It was amazing to see them realize
who they are and why they act the way they
do and take decisio ns to change, to live their
life according to their own tastes, their o wn
aspirations, their own dreams… to follo w the wish of o ur Beloved Prophet and o f o ur
Creato rs, to have us live fully in a serene harmony and consciously happy J…. Hum, hard
to describe one full week o f all this J.
Here are a few notes of the teaching introductio n by the Prophet RAEL… to give you a
taste of what you could live at your next seminar ;-)
“Truth is more dangero us than war. I am
here to change the wo rld and the Messages
o f the Elo him are a spiritual bomb. This world
needs peace and love. It is very politically
incorrect to speak about destructio n o f
weapo ns. But I have a dream: a weapon-less
w o r l d.
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We need to let our dreams change the wo rld. When I am told “you are a dreamer”, I take
it as a compliment.

My mission: to change this planet according to yo ur dreams. We are “Dreaming
Machines”. Why are you in this room?; because you have dreams. There are negative
fo rces in the Universe trying to destroy our positive dreams. But we reach harmony when
the positive is the master, when po sitive dreams rule the Universe.
There are dreamers and there are “nightmarers” trying to destro y the dreams. There will
always be so as in the Yin, there is the Yang and vice-versa.
At the beginning, there was no life on Earth, just a dream of life by the Elohim.
We have to dream as strong as possible. Yo u cannot acco mplish something witho ut
dreaming it. Even the worse military have dreams: nightmares. So we have to direct the
dreams towards the po sitive.
The number one dream for everyone is LOVE. We all want to have someone to love. Even
the worse people dream o f love. If you don’t dream lo ve, yo u kill yourself.
If you stay in your roo m and dream o f love, it won’t happen…. You have to reach out.
There are training centers of all kinds, but there are no “Dreaming Centers”….
So here you are, in a dreaming seminar, to develop your capacity to dream.”
It was so powerful from start to end and we could see the dreams building up through the
days.
It was also time fo r sharing between us. A few scientists were there and one of them, a
neuro scientist from a University in Brisbane, was able to confirm all the teachings and
learn much more as well from o ur Beloved Prophet as He is way ahead o f today’s science.
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Alek Kwitko, a well-known Australian gastroenterologist shared his knowledge with us also
and was nominated Guide on the last day.

Alek Kwitko

Justine Ryan

Luke Roberts with RAEL

Two other Guides were nominated: Justine Ryan, the new area manager from Melbourne
and Luke Ro berts, o ur famous Pope Alice.
We had also quite a few artists entertaining us at night, Bruce famous in his community of
Byron Bay, Jay an expert in Vina, the Indian ancestor o f the cithara who is also Pro fessor
o f Econo mics on the Gold Coast, To mmy an amazing singer, a star to be, Keren our true
pop-star, Sophie performing with always more grace and wittiness, and Camero n o ur
Australian pianist who accompanies our Beloved Prophet in such a way that we had the
chance to hear Him in His latest creations, including a song that I am sure you are all
dreaming to disco ver : “dream”….

Bruce
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Tommy

Keren

Camero n and our Beloved Prophet

To summarize, it was a dream of a seminar, in a dreamcoming true location, the Tamborine Mountains,
surro unded by the most amazing birds and vegetation.
Our Belo ved Pro phet told us that one mo rning he saw from
the window o f his apartment 6 Kookabaroo s, these so
unique birds who se so ngs sound like a laughter. It is
according to our Beloved Prophet, the mo st beautiful
birdsong ever created as it makes us laugh and it pro bably
won a contest at a time ;-)
In any case, we cannot finish this report without
mentioning that when our Beloved Prophet won his first
Fanny* in Aussie Land, a Kookabaroo laughed right away.
They are definitely well-educated birds J

*Fanny is the name given to a petanque party
won with a score of 13-0
On Sunday, the first Sunday of April, 12 of the
participants did their transmission of Cellular
plans (their baptism for those who aren’t
familiar with the Raelian terminologyJ).
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Jay

Our Beloved Prophet concluded this one week seminar right after with a speech
that you can listen to now on www.raelradio.net... Don’t miss it!!

New Guides in Asia
Sylvain Mayrand is now Guide of Cambodia (he is level 3 in Canada).
Sylvain usually stays in Cambodia during Winter which is of great help to the National
Guide of Cambodia, Ki Tae Lee, also known as Monalisa, who lives in Korea.
Bharat Panchal has been empowered Guide in India.
He lives near Mumbai. He is an architect. He has been
helping Yaho, the National Guide, since 2004 and is now
checking the Hindi message books.
Welcome to our two new Guides J

First Sunday of April celebrations
378 new Raelians on the planet!

Lets start with a special record as 121 transmissions were done in Burkina Faso and 251
altogether on the African continent !!! Africa just broke its own record, way ahead of all
o ther continents as yo u can see in the chart at the end of this newsletter. Last December,
the Prophet Rael challenged the African Raelians to gather 10,000 peo ple fo r His next
African seminar…. A dream is definitely coming true over there. Co ngratulations to Tai and
his team!
Here are a few repo rts fro m all o ver the planet.

AFRICA
By Guide pretre Gouria pehery (Edwige) from Ivory Coast
It was the most wonderful first Sunday of April ever, since our Beloved Prophet revealed
that the first human beings were created black. What a happiness to shout it everywhere
in this Africa that is the future!
And yes, Africa danced, sang, cried and paid a tribute to our Creators. There has been
conferences, debates on the ideas of our Beloved Prophet regarding the United States of
Africa, illuminating the whole continent.
As a result : 256 did their transmission of cellular plans including 53 women.
The peace army for the return of the Elohim is in place. New countries are being touched
and enter our diffusion of pleasure and happiness, like Madagascar with one Muslim
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converted and Ghana with two new Raelians. Soon, Africa will shine with thousands of
stars to welcome our Fathers from the sky.
I wish you all pleasure and may the celebration atmosphere follow you everywhere.

In Burkina, according to Manaka, the National Guide, the highlight of the celebration
was the transmission of the Chief of the Village Bêkuy. “ He is very happy to be part of the
Raelian Movement and says that he gives us all his support. For him, a religion that
recognizes our ancestors and the African culture is most welcomed.” Said Manaka.
He forgot, in his humility, to outline his transmissions record J

During the week before
the
celebration
the
Raelians
of
BoboDio ulasso, the second city
in the country, participated
in the Natio nal Cultural
Week.
Arel tells us :
Following the directions of
our National Guide, our
stand was mainly animated
by Raelian girls. What a
beautiful experience! The
angelic touch was a real
bonus in this Cultural Fair.

A few
-

numbers :
12,000 pamphlets
5 books available, all sold
20 CDs of the show “Homeostasie”
4 interviews ( 2 TV, 1 radio, 1
newspaper) of our Bishop Guide
Banemanie
- 92 individuals including 20 potential
Angels expressed their wish to know
more about the Messages and to meet and physically touch our Beloved Prophet
this coming December.

Congratulations to you, dear Banemanie, and to your Angel team for this performance. We
will have a beautiful celebration in December in Faso!!!!
In GHANA by Bienvenu Tchibinda, Assistant guide
Wow, what a story!
Thanks to the arrival of our new National Guide Boni Yao, our brothers and sisters and our
guests were all full of enthusiasm to participate in the planetary celebration of the
creation.
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Guide Boni arrived on Saturday with an unexpected and famous guest: Mr. Merlin,
reporter from worldwide TV5. He is originally from Cameroon and lives in France. He was
on his way to Benin to report on the new Benin President being sworn in, whose name is
Boni as well, a nice coincidence.
When Yao Boni told him about the messages in the bus, he decided to stop in Accra and
discover this new religion by himself. He became very enthusiastic and wants to bring it in
his country of origin, Cameroon.
It was the first time since I have been in Ghana that I have seen so many people gathered
for a celebration, almost 30 of us, not counting the ones who were attracted by our party
on the beach and wanted to share the
joy and the pleasure of our Raelian
celebration.
Two newcomers did their transmissions,
a young woman, Ouedraogo Julie,
originally from Burkina and a Forson
Afutu from Ghana.
We started the celebration at noon on
the beach of Kokrobite by a debate
about our philosophy and the ideas of
the Prophet Rael about the United
States of Africa. We also talked about
themes like jealousy, homosexuality,
etc.
Guide Boni made us dream about a new Africa, free of the poison that is colonization and
its arbitrary borders; a new Africa that would be deeply enthused by its culture, by the
science and the technology of the futures.
After the transmission ceremony, we had a good meal and then danced and bathed
following the rhythms of the Mapouka, the “coupé décalé” of Ivory Coast, hip pop, High
life from Ghana, N’dombolo from Congo…. . A beautiful party….

I n E U R OPE
Sweden
Two Transmissions made in Sweden (both women).
Good atmosphere... good people... good food! We spoke about Intelligent Design and
Global Pollution index. And about the coming seminars.
In the South of France along the Mediterranean Sea
Beautiful sunshine, beautiful sea, excellent paella, a nice walk before the contact with our
Creators the Elohim.... all was really peaceful and nice until suddenly Henri from Nice
decides to do his transmission... oops, we didn’t anticipate that J We had no water ready
but a bottle of water nearby did the trick. Claude wet his hands and you know the rest of
the story....
Thanks Fany for a lovely organization...

In the South-West of France
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All the Raelians of that region were in the Gers. Pierre Gary guided us through more
awareness of where we were that day and where we were the first time we had a
celebration on a first Sunday of April. We all expressed our color… there were really
intense moments!
At 3:00pm, we were in a garden, surrounded by the yellow Spring-flowers, listening to the
awakening words of Marcel Terrusse.
Then we organized several teams, each one of them being an Elohim team on Earth
creating life. We laughed so much afterwards when we presented our projects. It must
have been somewhat the same for our Creators when they were sharing their creations.
It has been an exceptional day, and we are more motivated than ever to go on with our
diffusion.
Also looking forward to the Spring seminar so that we can be all together to multiply even
more this love of consciousness, of Rael its Prophet and of our fathers, the Elohim.
Holland
By Daniel Mican

We were 15 in Utrecht, Holland, to celebrate the anniversary of the Creation of the first
Human Being in a laboratory, to celebrate the happiness of being alive and recognize our
Creators, the Elohim.
All day long, we shared emotions, humor, harmony, silence and femininity.
We had 3 Guides with us, Nina, Bart and Uriel.
The most intense moment was during the meditation when we expressed our emotion in 7
different languages…. In this very harmonious moment, Mariska did her transmission.
We are so happy to be alive at this time with the Prophet RAEL.
Poland
We
organized
a
teaching
weekend with 8 people from all
regions of Poland.
On Saturday, the National Guide
Jacek talked about meditation,
awakening, our Beloved Prophet,
we
practiced
several
meditations. He showed also
videos describing seminars and
some other Raelian themes.
Thanks to these movie clips
some of the participants were
able to see the Prophet Rael for
the first time, talking on stage.
On Sunday, we exchanged about
non-violence and the absolute respect for life and in the afternoon, 3 of us recognized our
Fathers and the Prophet Rael
In England, we spent the weekend together... We were about 20 around our National
Guide Glenn and 2 of us did their transmission. We also had the privilege to be with
Marcus!!!
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In Italy by Carlo N anni
Over the weekend, we gathered in
the splendid city of Rimini to
celebrate the creation of life by our
Fathers.
We were 60 around our National
Guide Marco and all the other Guides
were there too to celebrate life while
the rest of the world was crying on
the anniversary of the death of the
pope…. Another good reason to
laugh!
Shirley Soodeen who animated the meeting, made us discover the latest video creation of
her team in Italy. We saw some talks by our Beloved Prophet and also interviews of
revolutionary people who want to change our society like the Judge Tosti or Wafa Sultan,
recently nominated Honorary Guide. We also watched a review of the last 30 years of our
Movement. After dinner, we had a show followed by a philosophical evening where our
Guides answered all the questions that we never dared ask. J
On Sunday, 4 did their transmission…
These lines cannot fully describe the atmosphere of the two days spent together, the
laughter, the sensuality and femininity offered by the Raelian Angels, the awakening
teachings of our Guides, especially one of Marco’s about the human nature of the
Prophets… probably the best publicity ad for the next Summer seminar!
In SLOVAKIA by Jean Marie
We arrived in Bratislava on Friday evening after driving for 12 hours with Lilipeace, Allan
and Gabriel Barra… so happy to meet with Martin, Slovka and Milos who were coming
from Kosice, the Eastern part of the country.
On Saturday it felt like a marathon,
posting
250
posters,
giving
400
pamphlets, negotiating for a room where
we finally gave 2 conferences in a row in
front of a young and interested public
which even applauded at the end of the
presentation of the Messages (thanks
Allan!).
We told them about the seminars in
Slovenia and about happiness…
Altogether 30 people discovered the
messages on that weekend and 3 came
on Sunday ready to start to help the Movement. David who is one of those who wish to
help didn’t come to the conference but he heard about it from a friend of his who
Contact 304 J
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attended the conference and told him about it. He was so enthusiastic and wanted to do
his transmission right away!
Congratulations to the whole team, Lilipeace with her beauty and communicative
kindness, Martin who despite a fragile health contributed a lot to the success of the
weekend and Gabriela who from Switzerland spreads the message on Slovakian forums.

I N NORTH AMERICA
NEW YORK
Saturday we had a marvellous seminar in New York where people were really touched by
the sensuality, meditation, softness. They shared, talked, asked questions, understood,
…. Sylvie Chabot who is in charge of the region presented a 12 minute video of RAEL’s
teachings from last year in Las Vegas. It was really, really great. Donna animated such a
deep and wonderful meditation, they all shared after that it was their best meditation as
they felt, they were touched, …. What a great emotion. We had spent the rest of the
evening together in a small restaurant and shared more and more. Two new people did
their transmission on Sunday. Sylvie told us that one of them contacted her last week by
Internet asking her when was the next meeting in NY: “I sent him the schedule for this
weekend, he registered for the seminar, was there the first in the morning, stayed with us
all day, all evening. He came to the celebration and did his transmission. After his TPC, he
came to ask me: Does it mean that I am a Raelian ? I said: “Yes”. He was so happy and
proud…. J”
Tara who is a singer, had composed a song in the morning specially for us, with the title:
A New Day! and she sang it after the transmissions…
IN CHICAGO by Marina, regional guide
Here in Chicago we had such a wonderful day!! :)
4 special beautiful beings recognized *the Elohim* and *Prophet Rael* today. Alfredo,
Ricardo, Ben and Sarah :) You will meet them at the seminar in Las Vegas.
We started by a major life transformation, changing one’s look but also one’s life... One of
them, Ben, has 2 jobs because he is bored without working. Chris gave him a new
assignment: having pleasure once a day and staying in touch with the team. Ben takes it
very seriously ;)
We had a wonderful meditation on the beach feeling the rhythm of the waves,
connecting with the planet, and our creators. Then, it was very intense. Our fellows
transmitted their genetic code. We were all vibrating together. We then all spontaneously
took hands and one by one prayed to the Elohim. I am still shivering thinking about it.
Such a great religiosity and awareness of the importance of the moment! What a beautiful
team!
We then had dinner together and a special birthday cake to celebrate the first human
beings :)))
a very happy day in Chicago.
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In TEXAS, by Lara
What an addition to the adventures I have been living in this amazing Adventure called
the Raelian World:-)))
I flew to Texas on Saturday the 1st of April and picked up by Rick the new
and enthusiastic State Guide:-))
On Sunday, a day in the pioneering of a new team in this Giant Country, hmm it was really
a treat for me to be there and feel the 2 fellow Humans who decided to take their decision
to Recognise the Elohim!
We were to gather and meet with a possible 4-8 people. At 1:30pm, our meeting time,
only one person present, hehe... a lovely Chinese girl who had received the invitation via
email and had not told Rick she was coming:-)
However with her eagerness to know more we chatted for a good 45 min on many points
of the Messages and Our philosophy until the others arrived...
A little before 3:00pm, we joined in a circle to open our minds and feel the moment that
was arriving, and somewhere out there 'they' awaited 2 very special new humans:-)
David and Frank, in a beautiful emotion and sensitive to one another, stepped forward and
recognized the Elohim....HappyHappyJoyJoy:-))
We all stayed together for another hour sharing more videos, asking and
answering questions and contemplating this wonderful new Book that has been opened in
the minds of those who took their step towards the Adventure of their Lives!!! The Raelian
Adventure!!!!
I know now they are planning their seminar travels etc... because YES they have both
decided to go to the US Seminars next month!!!
Cheers to Our Beloved Prophet for giving us such opportunities of Love...
In Light and Love....
In QUEBEC by France Blais
A tribute to life…
A tribute to life, a tribute to Creation, to
the Creators, a tribute to love... this is a
summary of the Frist Sunday of April
celebration wonderfully organized by
Sylvie Tremblay.
We were in the city of Quebec this time
and we started in the City Aquarium to
develop our awareness of the marine life
and its magnificence, the anemones, the
aquatic plants that decorate the sea
grounds.
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C’est dans la belle ville de Québec que la Then at the hotel where we celebrated, Orev our
animator reminded us of the importance of the day and Daniel Chabot told us more about
the importance of meditation and how it helps us to tune our consciousness.... and he
lead a wonderful meditation inspired by the marine life, making us feel the infinitely small
inside of us as well as making us feel as a small drop in the huge ocean that is the
Universe as well as very important Creatures for the Elohim, our fathers from space. We
are only a few but at the same time we are powerful thanks to the teachings of our
Prophet.
Ten people from different regions of Quebec came to have their transmission done by
Pierre Bolduc, the National Guide. They were from Gaspesie, Northern Montreal, Bulgaria,
Russia, all so smiling and conscious of the importance of their recognizing act.
Pierre Bolduc reminded us that when we are Raelians, we don’t come from Montreal, the
USA or Africa, but we are from Planet Earth, from this humanity. We are the children of
the Earth and conscious of being so.

This afternoon ended with a cocktail where we offered a toast to our Creators, the Elohim.
A tribute presented by Rejean Proulx, the first Bishop-Guide nominated in Canada by our
Beloved Prophet, who reminded us that life was created with only one objective: pleasure
and love.
Some numbers

AfrIca
South Africa
Benin
Burkina
Cameroon
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female
53
1
2
17
0

Aprill 2nd
male
203
0
6
104
2

total
256
1
8
121
2
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Congo
Ivory Coast
Gabon
Ghana
Madagascar
Nigeria
R D Congo
Togo
North America
Canada
USA
South America
Chile
Colombia
Mexico
Puerto Rico
Guadeloupe
ASIA
Korea
India
Indonesia
Japan
Phillippines
Thailand
EUROPE
Germany
England
France
Greece
Holland
Italy
Ireland
Poland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Sweden
Switzerland
OCEANIA
Australia
MIDDLE EAST
Israël
TOTAL
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13
17
1
1
0
0
0
1
7
3
4
1
0
1
0
0

30
43
6
1
1
4
4
2
21
8
13
6
1
2
2
1

12
2
2
1
6
0
1
7

35
11
1
2
19
2
0
7

2
0
1
1
1

0
2
1
0
3

2
0
6
6
0
0

0
1
6
6
1
1

43
60
7
2
1
4
4
3
28
11
17
8
1
3
2
1
1
47
13
3
3
25
2
1
26
1
2
2
2
1
4
2
3
3
3
2
1
12
12
1
1
378
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